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WELCOME TO DCDC16

Welcome to the conference!
We would like to take this opportunity to welcome all speakers and delegates to this year’s conference, Discovering
Collections, Discovering Communities: Collections, Connections, Collaboration – from potential to impact. This is
the fourth collaborative conference between The National Archives and Research Libraries UK and brings together
hundreds of colleagues from across the heritage, cultural and academic communities. We have been delighted
by the level of enthusiasm for this year’s event, reflected by a hugely positive response to the Call for Papers, and
that this year sees us pass the 1,000 delegate mark for the DCDC series.
Interest in this year’s conference is, in part, a reflection of the importance and relevance of its theme. In the last
decade, notions of impact have risen to the forefront of discourse and debate within the heritage, research,
and academic sectors. Heritage and cultural organisations of every size and shape have had to review their
working practices, and look at qualifying and quantifying the impact of their collections and activities, and their
relation to changing social, cultural and economic agendas. Nationwide initiatives, such as the commemoration
of the First World War, Magna Carta and anniversary of Shakespeare’s life and death, have provided high-profile
opportunities to showcase the wider impact that collections can make on the public consciousness, and our
collective understanding of our past, present and future. In addition to these high-profile examples, institutions
have continued to reach new audiences, in new ways, and to widen the social and cultural impact of their collections
as a part of their daily work, challenging perceived barriers of geography and discipline.
Simultaneously, academics, research bodies and universities are actively considering the social, cultural and
economic impact of their research, and are exploring innovative ways through which this can be demonstrated, as
a part of the Research Excellence Framework (REF). Heritage and cultural organisations have shown themselves as
valuable partners in the achievement, dissemination, and demonstration of impact for academic research, not as
passive “routes to market”, but as valuable co-creators. These initiatives are combined with emerging discussions
surrounding the introduction of a Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) within the higher education sector, the
continuing need to qualify and quantify the contribution that heritage collections can make “outside of heritage”,
and technological advances, which enable the presentation of collections in new ways, to new audiences.
These important themes will be explored over the coming two days, helped by the fact that this year’s speakers
represent such a wide range of organisations and disciplines. We would like to thank all of them for submitting
such a diverse range of papers and workshops, and for being so willing to share their thoughts, experiences, and
ideas, in what we hope will be an informal, positive and friendly forum for debate and discussion.
We would also like to thank our supporting sponsors, ProQuest and Arts Council England, for their invaluable
contribution and encouragement, and our exhibitors: Jisc, Adam Matthew, Bruynzeel Storage Systems and
DeepStore, and would encourage all of you to speak to with them throughout the conference. We look forward to
meeting you over the next two days!

Jeff James

David Prosser

Chief Executive and Keeper
The National Archives

Executive Director
Research Libraries UK
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MONDAY 10 OCTOBER
T I M E 		
15:00 - 17:00

S E S S I O N 								

PLACE

Workshop :: People’s History Museum

People’s History Museum

Grassroot Strategies for Digital Engagement: Manchester District Music
Archive :: People’s History Museum
Workshop convenor: Sarah Feinstein, University of Manchester
Manchester District Music Archive is a user-led online community archive
established in 2003 to celebrate Greater Manchester music and its social
history. Using the ethos of DIY culture and the accessibility offered by
the digital age, the Archive puts the public in the driving seat to promote
hidden histories. The aim of this workshop is to share our experiences
to date from the development of our innovative digital platform to our
strategies for inclusive community engagement.
Address: People’s History Museum, Left Bank, Spinningfields,
Manchester M3 3ER
18:30 - 22:00

Pre-conference drinks reception

Compass Room, The Lowry

The pre-conference reception is an opportunity for you to get to know
your fellow delegates before the conference. Join us in the Compass
Room at the Lowry for drinks, good food and good company.
The Lowry reception will include the presentation of awards to the second
cohort of Transforming Archives trainees by Dr Valerie Johnson, Director
of Research and Collections at The National Archives. Transforming
Archives is a partnership project, led by The National Archives and
delivered in partnership with the host archive services, the Archives and
Records Association (ARA), the Scottish Council on Archives (SCA) and
the Centre for Archive and Information Studies (CAIS) at the University
of Dundee. The Transforming Archives traineeships are funded by the
Heritage Lottery Fund as part of the Skills for the Future programme.
Further information about the project and the trainees can be found
at
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/archives-sector/transformingarchives.htm.

TUESDAY 11 OCTOBER
T I M E 		

S E S S I O N 								

PLACE

08:30 - 09:15

Registration :: refreshments

Quay Bar

09:15 - 10:15

Welcome to the conference

Quay Theatre

Introduction to DCDC16 by David Prosser, RLUK

Keynote :: Jeff James, Chief Executive and Keeper of The National
Archives, including a ministerial address by the Rt Hon Matt
Hancock MP, Minister of State for Digital and Culture (subject to
parliamentary business)
Following months of engagement and conversation across the archives
sector, the first conference session will see the launch of the consultation
for the new strategic Vision for Archives. This session will outline the
contents of the proposed Vision, the next stage of its creation, and how you
can get involved to shape it.
10:15 - 10:45

Morning break

10:45 - 12:15

Panel sessions

Quay Bar

P1. Adventures in heritage science (p10)

Hexagon Roon

P2. Uncovering hidden histories (p10)

Compass Room

P3. Progressive partnerships (p11)

Quay Theatre

12:15 - 13:15

Lunch

Quay Bar

13:15 - 14:00

Keynote :: Phil Lyons, National Holocaust Centre & Museum

Quay Theatre

14:00 - 14:15

Room changeover

14:15 - 15:45

Panel sessions
P4. Collections and contemporary challenge (p12)

Quay Theatre

P5. REF impact (p14)

Compass Room

Sponsor presentations (p25)

Studio 3

W1. From archive & academia to classroom and community (p24)

Hexagon Room

15:45 - 16:15

Afternoon break

Quay Bar

16:15 - 17:45

Panels and workshops

17:45 - 18:30

P6. Going with the crowd (p14)

Compass Room

P7. Grand designs: the creative reuse of archive materials (p16)

Quay Theatre

W2. So now we know? But what do we do about it together? (p24)

Hexagon Room

Informal networking drinks

Quay Bar

The Quay Bar will be open for drinks for delegates to network and purchase
refreshments ahead of the conference dinner
19:00 - 23:00

Conference Dinner
The main Conference Dinner is a further opportunity for you
to network with delegates and speakers and will be held in the
stunning exhibition space at Imperial War Museum North.
Presentation :: Arts Council England
Scott Furlong, Director of Collections and Cultural Property will
briefly outline Arts Council England’s interest in and support for
our extraordinary cultural collections - reflecting on opportunities
for collaboration, current and future challenges and the role of
Designated collections within the wider sector.

IWM North

DCDC16 Conference Dinner
generously supported by
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WEDNESDAY 12 OCTOBER
T I M E 		

S E S S I O N 								

PLACE

08:30 - 09:15

Registration :: refreshments

Quay Bar

08:30 - 09:15

The National Archives Breakfast Briefing

Compass Room

A new strategic vision for archives
This year’s DCDC conference marks the official launch of the consultation on
a new strategic vision for the archive sector in England. This summer we have
engaged with a wide range of archives and partners to co-create an inspiring
vision for archives and to prioritise areas of development to achieve it.
Join colleagues and members of The National Archives Executive Team
to learn more about the new vision, how we have created it, and what
opportunities there are over the next few months to shape it.
09:15 - 10:15

Day three introduction

Quay Theatre

Welcome to new and returning delegates by Jeff James, The National Archives

Keynote :: Nicola Wright, LSE Library
10:15 - 10:45

Morning break

10:45 - 12:15

Panel sessions

Quay Bar

P8. Manipulating metadata (p16)

Compass Room

P9. Digital engagement (p17)

Quay Theatre

P10. Collections as agents of health and wellbeing (p18)

Hexagon Room

12:15 - 13:15

Lunch

Quay Bar

13:15 - 14:00

Keynote :: Carenza Lewis, University of Lincoln

Quay Theatre

14:00 - 14:15

Room changeover

14:15 - 15:45

Panel sessions
P11. Linked open data (p19)

Hexagon Room

P12. Putting communities on the map (p19)

Compass Room

P13. Making collections work harder (p21)

Quay Theatre

W3. RLUK workshop (p24)

Studio 3

15:45 - 16:15

Afternoon break

Quay Bar

16:15 - 17:45

Panels and workshops

17:45 - 18:00

P14. Academics curating/curating academics (p21)

Compass Room

P15. New audiences (p22)

Quay Theatre

W4. So can I use that or not? Navigating rights, reproductions... (p24)

Hexagon Room

Closing plenary

Quay Theatre
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
DAY TWO :: TUESDAY 11 OCTOBER 2016

JEFF JAMES, THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
CHI E F EXECUTIVE AN D KE E PE R
As Chief Executive and Keeper, Jeff has overall responsibility for the future direction
of The National Archives, the official archive for the UK government, and for England
and Wales.
Jeff started his career as an electronic engineer in the Royal Navy. He has held
operational management roles at the University of Leeds, Swift Research and the
British Library. He spent six years as Director of Operations and Services at The
National Archives before joining the Chartered Institute of Housing as Deputy Chief
Executive and Director of Operations. Jeff returned to The National Archives to take up the role of
Chief Executive and Keeper in July 2014.
Jeff also has strong knowledge and experience of the academic sector. He has worked at the University
of Leeds, and has completed a part-time MA in History from the University of Hertfordshire. He
is currently researching a PhD into workhouse punishment with the University of Leicester, and
recently became an elected Member of the Royal Historical Society.

PHIL LYONS, NATIONAL HOLOCAUST CENTRE
AND MUSEUM
CHI E F EXECUTIVE
Phil has an extensive background in organisational development and leadership.
His early career, working in colleges, involved everything from mining engineering
to teacher education and culminated in posts as Head of Faculty, Assistant Principal
and ultimately, Director.
He worked with others to set up, and eventually run training programmes for aspiring
educational leaders within the changing world of Further and Higher Education.
More recently he has taken on a number of commissions at home and abroad for organisations as
diverse as the Commonwealth Foundation (South Africa), UNICEF (the Balkans), the UK Know How
Fund (Russia) and the EU (Sweden). At home he has both managed and chaired Strategic Partnerships,
chaired Employment and Skills Boards and Big Lottery Groups and worked as consultant to the NHS.
He is a late-comer to the cultural and heritage sector, but is committed to the challenge of developing
the scale and reach of Holocaust education at a time when it is more relevant and important than
ever.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
DAY THREE :: WEDNESDAY 12 OCTOBER 2016

NICOLA WRIGHT, LSE
DI RECTO R OF L IB R AR Y S E R VIC E S
Nicola joined LSE in 2008 from Imperial College London where she led the
development of the UK Research Reserve project. In March 2015 Nicola was
appointed Director of Library Services.
Nicola’s career has focused on leading change in libraries in order to meet the
demands of a digital environment. Nicola has extensive experience in library
management gained during a varied career in the higher education and heritage
sectors, with roles at the British Library, SOAS and Imperial College London.
Nicola has contributed to a number of national and international initiatives in support
of evolving the role of research libraries. She currently sits on the Board of Research Libraries UK and
is Deputy Chair of the UK Committee for the UNESCO Memory of the World Programme.

CARENZA LEWIS, UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN
PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING AND RESEARCH

Carenza Lewis MA ScD FSA FHEA is Professor of Public Understanding of Research
in the College of Arts at the University of Lincoln, having previously been founding
director of Access Cambridge Archaeology at the University of Cambridge (2005-15),
presenter on Channel 4’s Time Team (1993-2005), research fellow at the University
of Birmingham (1992-4) and archaeological investigator for the Royal Commission
on the Historical Monuments of England (1986-99).
Her research interests include medieval archaeology and history, rural settlements
and landscapes, the archaeology of children and childhood, heritage broadcasting,
widening participation in higher education and public and community heritage.
Professor Lewis has carried out archaeological fieldwork and excavation on many sites across
southern England, directed numerous community heritage projects and appeared widely on TV
and radio. She devised the successful aspiration-raising Higher Education Field Academy (HEFA)
for teenagers and directed the Cambridge Community Heritage programme. Her work has been
recognised by an honorary doctorate from UEA and shortlisting for the Marsh Award for Public
Archaeology.
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P1: Adventures in heritage science: exploring the impact of
science and technology on collections
Heritage science is a relatively young discipline. It brings together the many and varied ways that science and
technology contribute to our improved understanding of, access to, and preservation of cultural heritage. This
panel provides an insight into how heritage science can explore the potential of collections in innovative ways
with impact for researchers, for ways of working, for engagement and for our wider understanding of heritage.
Panel chair: Kostas Ntanos (The National Archives)
SMELL OF HERITAGE: BOOKS, LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES
Cecilia Bembibre (UCL Institute for Sustainable Heritage)
Smells play an important role in our daily lives and influence how we engage with history, yet they are underresearched in heritage. Scientific research of historic smells recognizes the significant information they carry and
the value they add to our cultural heritage. The smell of books, libraries and archives was selected as a case study
for a heritage smell for its familiarity and its significance to users of those objects and spaces. Chemical analysis
of the volatile organic compounds (VOCs), coupled with sensory evaluation of the smell were used to develop
a framework to capture, analyse and archive historic smells.
REFRAMING MAGNA CARTA
Paul Garside (The British Library)
The British Library’s project to reframe Magna Carta, for the 2015 exhibition marking 800 years of the charter,
incorporated conservation science and analytical imaging from the outset. This ensured that technical analysis
was an integral aspect of the work, and informed decisions on reframing options, material choices, exhibition
design and risk assessment. In turn, this enabled the public to appreciate the rehoused charters at their best,
enhanced scholarship by revealing previous unknown details, and safeguarded them for the future. Close
collaboration between conservators, conservation scientists and imaging scientists was vital to the success of the
project and its wide-reaching outcomes.
FILLING THE GAPS: AN EXPLORATION OF THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TO DELIVER
IMPACT
Caroline Peach (National Heritage Science Forum)
Ten years ago the UK heritage science community published the National Heritage Science Strategy. ‘Filling
the Gaps’ is a project by the National Heritage Science Forum that highlights research since the strategy’s
publication so that it can be widely used by heritage organisations for greater impact. The project also identifies
the gaps that exist as opportunities to be addressed by future research projects and, as a work in progress,
colleagues in libraries, archives and heritage organisations are invited to contribute so that the UK has a strong,
shared, scientific base to inform the understanding and preservation of its heritage.

P2: Uncovering hidden histories through collaboration
This panel will explore three projects that seek to engage new and emerging communities with archival collections,
empowering their users through the exploration of new narratives and hidden histories.
Panel chair: Brian Gambles (The National Archives Board)
[DWAN] DIGITAL WOMEN’S ARCHIVE NORTH: DIGITAL CURATION & GRASSROOTS CYBERFEMINISM
Jenna Ashton (Digital Women’s Archive North)
[DWAN] Digital Women’s Archive North is an arts and heritage enterprise, delivering a programme of
community-based projects and research relating to gender (culture, heritage, equality, social participation,
wellbeing). [DWAN] unlocks women’s histories in archives and collects cultural memories. We use feminist
curatorial practices (material and digital) to support women’s services in Manchester – encouraging women’s
active citizenship and self-empowerment.
10
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We are exploring feminist approaches to digital heritage and digital humanities, revisiting histories and methods
of grassroots CyberFeminism to develop a programme of activity around creative digital archiving and curation.
We are bringing together archivists, artists, programmers, and coders with potential users, including women’s
groups, wellbeing organisations and support networks to explore new ways to digitally open up and create new
collections for social benefit.
‘ARCHIVES ALIVE’: CONNECTING THE UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK’S MODERN RECORDS CENTRE WITH
ITS LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Meleisa Ono-George (University of Warwick)
This paper will explore the challenges and the concrete efforts the Modern Records Centre at the University of
Warwick has made to engage its local communities. Focusing on specific projects related to pre-16 students, local
British Black and Ethnic Minority communities, and students at the University of Warwick, this talk will provide
an outline of some of the projects undertaken recently. In addition, this talk also aims to foster discussion around
how university-based departments can better engage community and how we can make archival collections
‘come alive’ to wider and more diverse audiences.
MATERIAL CULTURE AND ESTABLISHED NARRATIVES: AN EXPERIMENT OF COLLABORATION BETWEEN
THE BROTHERTON LIBRARY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND LEEDS GYPSY AND TRAVELLER EXCHANGE
Joanne Fitton (University of Leeds) :: Vanessa Cardui (Leeds GATE – Gypsy and Traveller Exchange)
The Brotherton Library and Leeds GATE are embarking on projects to connect Gypsy and Traveller communities
with heritage collections, (one an established academic collection, the other an emerging collection owned
and led by Travellers themselves). The collaboration aims to provide a better understanding of the needs of the
community and scholars, and shape new narratives for the collections. We will explore the challenges of the
collaboration and how a shared goal – to create a national strategy for Gypsy and Traveller heritage – is being
redefined.

P3: Progressive Partnerships: creative collaboration
between academic and cultural organisations
Current academic research leads to new and dynamic interpretations in exhibitions and engagement programmes
that, in turn, create new audiences for, and engagement with, the research. This panel will give different
perspectives on such collaborative working and both the discrete and mutual benefits that can result.
Panel chair: Maria Economou (University of Glasgow)
PARTNERSHIP WORKING IN DIFFICULT TIMES: DELIVERING A NEW GALLERY IN CONSULTATION WITH
THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
Sarah Price (Durham University)
Local authorities are under increasing budgetary pressure and this has resulted in many having to make tough
decisions about cultural funding. In Durham this has led to the closure of the Durham Light Infantry Museum.
In response, Durham University has entered into a partnership with Durham County Council and the Trustees of
the Durham Light Infantry to ensure that there is continued access to the regimental collection. The initial focus
of the partnership is to deliver a new DLI Gallery at Palace Green Library. This presentation will focus on how
community co-curation is being utilised to deliver a successful outcome.
UNIVERSALLY CHALLENGED: A CASE FOR WORKING WITH UNIVERSITIES
Alice Purkiss (University of Oxford | National Trust)
This paper will consider the benefits of collaboration between universities and heritage organisations at a time of
decreasing resources and increasing demands for both sectors through the case-study of Trusted Source, a new
Oxford University and National Trust ‘Knowledge Transfer Partnership’. Part-funded by the AHRC, this project
seeks to enhance visitor experience of properties through the creation of the Trusted Source knowledge-bank.
This resource will contain articles written by Oxford academics which connect properties, places, people and 11
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collections, and will be made available online to teach, move and inspire both National Trust visitors and the
wider public.
ART FOR EDUCATION’S SAKE: A PARTNERSHIP MODEL FOR DELIVERING HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
IN REGIONAL ART MUSEUMS IN AUSTRALIA
Sue Gillett (La Trobe University, Australia)
This presentation will focus on an educational program that has been enabled by La Trobe University’s
partnerships with two major regional art museums – Bendigo Art Gallery and Modern Art Museum of Albury
(MAMA). Exhibiting Culture is an accredited sequence of undergraduate elective subjects that are embedded
into major exhibitions at these galleries. It is an award winning program that has been recognised by university
and galleries alike as an innovative, flexible, interdisciplinary and collaborative curriculum model that succeeds
in broadening and deepening student and public engagement with education and with the art collections.

P4: Collections and contemporary challenge
This panel will address how the heritage sector can engage with global contemporary political challenges through
innovative projects and research.
Panel chair: Jone Garmendia (The National Archives)
HIDDEN HISTORIES, FORGOTTEN NARRATIVES? HOW CAN ARCHIVES DOCUMENT, PRESERVE AND
MAKE ACCESSIBLE THE MATERIAL CULTURE AND FIRST-HAND TESTIMONIES OF MODERN MIGRATION?
Paul Dudman (University of East London)
How can archives respond to the needs of documenting the untold histories and forgotten narratives of
marginalised communities? The paper will reflect upon existing civic engagement projects utilising the Refugee
Council Archive at the University of East London. Our work has raised important questions including “Are
refugee archives well-represented in relation to the preservation of lived experience of refugees and migrants? If
not, why is this? Who gets excluded from refugee-archives, and in what ways?” The result has been the creation
of a Living Refugee Archive and an investigation of oral history methodology to help restore the endangered
refugee voices to the archival record.
FROM DIGITISATION TO DIGITAL REPATRIATION: AN ETHICAL APPROACH OF REPATRIATION IN THE
CONTEXT OF CHINA
Zhang Zheng (University of Leicester)
The issue of repatriation has been evoking enormous controversy for centuries, however, the development
of digitisation has triggered a new concept: digital repatriation in China. With the case study of International
Dunhuang Project, this paper focuses on the digitisation of Dunhuang culture heritage in China and the ethical
engagement of digitisation in repatriation. It also attempts to explore how digitisation could help establish a
reciprocal relationship by communication and cooperation between different participants, and thus how to help
move the issue of repatriation forward as an ethical approach.
JOINING THE DOTS: PROJECTS ON CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH OF MALIAN WRITTEN CULTURAL
HERITAGE
Dmitry Bondarev and Maria Luisa Russo (University of Hamburg)
The University of Hamburg, with the financial support of the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Gerda
Henkel Foundation, runs two projects dealing with the written cultural heritage of Mali. The environment
of interconnected social space created by this collaborative work helps maintain careful attitude to what
constitutes cultural heritage. Through participation in different modules of the projects, the members of the
complex multilingual and multicultural communities find connective space in the activities related to manuscript
preservation, cataloguing, and research.
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Opening Up Collections

Smart Storage for Archives and Museums

At Bruynzeel, we don’t just manufacture shelving. Our aim is to create
inspiring, custom-designed repositories: intelligent solutions that combine
space efficiency with accessibility.
To find out about our design-led systems and to book a free consultation,
email enquiries@bruynzeel.co.uk or visit our stand at DCDC16
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P5: Research Excellence Framework (REF) impact and the heritage sector
This panel will explore the central role archives, museums, and other cultural organisations in achieving high
rated REF impact case studies through creative and innovative collaboration with the academic sector.
Panel chair: Emma Jay (The National Archives)
FROM WARHORSE TO THE WOMBLES: SEVEN STORIES AND NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
Rachel Smith (Newcastle University)
In REF2014, Newcastle University’s School of English Literature, Language and Linguistics’ work with Seven
Stories: National Centre for Children’s Books resulted in a 4* impact case study and contributed to the School
ranking first in the UK for research impact. In this presentation, Rachel will explore the factors that lead to this
transformational impact on both organisations and the long connection between Newcastle University and
Seven Stories.
Today, Seven Stories’ archives continue to shape Newcastle University’s research and teaching. In turn, Seven
Stories are working with departments across the University to raise awareness, increase usage of and develop
their collection.
SPINNING THE WHEEL OF KNOWLEDGE, WEAVING THE WEB OF INFORMATION: THE ROLE OF THE
CURATORIAL PROFESSIONS IN THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY
Maria Economou (HATII) :: Valerie McCutcheon, Moira Rankin and Lesley Richmond (University of Glasgow)
Where do the interests represented by the REF Impact agenda converge with those of university museums and
libraries? These are the obvious outlets for sharing and communicating stories of great academic research but
what does this mean in practice? This paper outlines ways in which the University of Glasgow collections are
being used to generate or enhance the impact of current University research and draws on both academic and
cultural heritage work in defining ways to articulate engagement impacts. Further it reflects on the Museum and
Library infrastructure required to support and prioritise engagement with key audiences.
PUBLIC HISTORY, IMPACT AND RESEARCH-LED TEACHING: WORKING WITH PUBLIC, COMMERCIAL AND
COMMUNITY ARCHIVES IN LINCOLN
Andrew Jackson (Bishop Grosseteste University)
Public history, impact and research-led teaching are becoming ever more prominent. This paper considers their
intersection, making reference to a range of projects relating to the history of the city of Lincoln. This activity
has made use of a series of public, commercial and community archive repositories, and involved student and
public engagement. The projects relate to certain themes, issues or individuals having local, national and/or
international historical significance: the scale of Lincoln’s council estates, the extent of the city’s engineering
heritage, the strength of its cooperative movement, and the work of a First World War home-front dialect poet.

P6: Going with the crowd: exploring the impact of crowdsourced content
This panel brings together three projects that using interactive digital platforms engage with the wider public in
different ways to capture knowledge and cultural memories.
Panel chair: Rebecca Bailey (Historic Environment Scotland)
WHO ARE THE EXPERTS? CROWDSOURCING AS A MEANS OF GIVING THE PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF A
NATIONAL COLLECTION
Peigi MacKillop (Historic Environment Scotland)
Scotland’s Urban Past (SUP) is a five-year community engagement project about the history of Scotland’s towns
and cities. Through the project, members of the public are invited to contribute images, survey drawings,
sketches, information, stories and ephemera via the SUP website. These contributions can be viewed on both
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the SUP website and on Canmore, the public web catalogue of the National Record of the Historic Environment.
This session will look at what people see as important to them, and how their contributions can greatly enrich
the National Record.
REACHING THE WORLD THROUGH FREE LICENSES AND CROWDSOURCED PLATFORMS
Axel Petterson (Wikimedia Sverige)
This talk highlights the possibilities created when cooperating with the Wikimedia movement. Museums and
archives can reach millions of people, utilise the power of the crowd and connect their own collections to other
collections globally, and also to services downstream (that uses the freely licensed material on Wikimedia’s
projects).
A major new initiative, Connected Open Heritage, focuses on bringing data and media about cultural heritage at
risk onto Wikimedia’s platforms. This is done in cooperation with UNESCO and a number of other organizations.
Through an external grant museums with collections around cultural heritage can be supported without cost.
VIEWS OF ANTIQUE LAND: IMAGES OF EGYPT AND PALESTINE IN WORLD WAR ONE
Steve Mills, Paul T. Nicholson and Hilary Rees (Cardiff University)
Views of an Antique Land is a HLF funded project which seeks to collect images of Egypt and Palestine taken
during the First World War. All of the images are collected ‘virtually’ by scanning or re-photographing them and
are collected from donors at a series of interactive roadshows held at museums as well as by submission online.
The aim is to provide a web resource where descendants of those who served in the conflict can gain a better
understanding of the visual landscape seen by their ancestors and to help them better understand the value of
their family collections and those of others.

Time machines look a little diﬀerent
than we thought they would
Ancestry preserves the past—no science ﬁction necessary

• We are the world’s largest online family history resource
• The foundation of our service is a unique collection of billions
of digitised and indexed historical records
• We are committed to working closely with archive partners,
ensuring each new collection is carefully preserved and
accessible to users around the world

Visit our site at ancestry.co.uk
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P7: Grand designs: the creative reuse of archive material
This panel explores the use and reuse of design archives through engagement with the public, professional, and
commercial sectors, demonstrating the relevance of the archive to contemporary industry.
Panel chair: Richard Leeming (BBC)
OF ARCHITECTS AND ARCHIVES: CONNECTING PROFESSIONALS AND THE PUBLIC THROUGH THE RIBA
COLLECTIONS
Colin Sterling (RIBA)
This paper explores the tensions that arise in situating an archive – in this case the RIBA Collections – as a
mediator and space of communication between a profession and its publics. Using concrete examples from
recent engagement programmes and outlining future public-facing initiatives, the varied categories of ‘impact’
possible under these circumstances will be examined and unpacked. Ultimately, this paper demonstrates how
a working collection intimately bound to a specific community (architects) can serve and connect with a much
broader audience without diluting its foundational premise and role.
FROM MUSEUM TO MANNEQUIN
Gina Pierce (London Metropolitan University)
In an exhibition held last year at The Cass, London Metropolitan University, textile and fashion designers based
in the city were invited to respond to the Spitalfield Silks archive in the Museum of London. The exhibited
design outcomes supported workshops for Inner London students in Further Education, providing them with
the opportunity to understand the connections between the historic and the contemporary designs. Museums
can attract new audiences through the interpretation of archive material by using textile and fashion design to
provide a contemporary relevance.
MAKING LIGHT WORK OF THE DESIGN ARCHIVE: EMBEDDING HISTORIES IN ACTION AND PUTTING
THEORY INTO PRACTICE
Christine Atha (University of Leeds)
More and more these days we use the terms vintage, retro and heritage and as a result the academic impact that
archival materials have on design practice has never been so important and exciting. Tracing and identifying the
path an idea, pattern or material has taken over a span of years through archival collections enables a deeper
grasp of their significance bringing them to life in unique ways. Archives also enable us to research the culture
of design, the design business and industries and their roles in history and in contemporary material culture in
much greater detail.

P8: Manipulating metadata
Many cultural institutions have large amounts of metadata created by cataloging and the digitisation of their
collections. This panel will explore how this data can be manipulated and exploited to make collections work
harder, from new narratives in medieval manuscripts to the accessioning of born-digital records.
Panel chair: Anthea Seles (The National Archives)
REVEALING STORIES: NEW INSIGHTS INTO HIDDEN TREASURES
Jane Gallagher and Josie Caplehorne (University of Kent) :: Michelle Lees (Rochester Cathedral Library)
The unique treasures of Rochester Cathedral Library are being revealed to the public for the first time as part of
an HLF funded project, ‘Hidden Treasures, Fresh Expressions’, by cataloguing and engagement in partnership
with the University of Kent.
Bringing together quality metadata and the enthusiasm of the academic community, this dynamic partnership
has supported development of expertise amongst volunteers and fostered new insight from previously unengaged
audiences. Retelling the forgotten stories of these unique objects is the first step in creating a long-term legacy
which will engage and benefit communities and offer new, inspirational narratives.
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CONNECTIONS AND DIS-CONNECTIONS: TRYING TO JOIN COMMUNITIES WITH METADATA
Neil Grindley (Jisc)
One of the recommendations of a recent Jisc report is that we should assert that all the bibliographic records
that are aggregated as part of a proposed national-scale knowledge base should be openly reusable under a CC0
license. By asserting the data as open, the idea is that there would be more opportunity for reuse and adaptation
and that this would improve linkages across collections and between communities. The purpose of this paper
is to discuss the feasibility of this idea and to conduct a strategic rather than technical discussion around the
management and exploitation of metadata.
MINING A MANUSCRIPT CATALOGUE
Ben Outhwaite (University of Cambridge)
The digitisation of the tens of thousands of medieval manuscript fragments from the Cairo Genizah Collection
at Cambridge University Library have brought existing problems into focus. Even after 100 years, there is no
complete catalogue — analogue or digital — of this immense archive, meaning that searching the digital images
in a meaningful way is, for large areas of the collection, impossible. In order to rapidly produce useful metadata
and allow for more effective navigation, a project was launched in 2012 to text mine the century of scholarship
in the collection and automatically produce descriptive metadata for the manuscripts.
SUPREME INNOVATION: INTELLIGENT USE OF TECHNOLOGY AND THE ROLE OF METADATA IN TACKLING
THE DIGITAL DARK AGE
Lucie Jordan (The National Archives)
This paper will explore the work undertaken by The National Archives as it embraces the shift to handling borndigital records. It will touch on the role of metadata in the digital transfer process and also look beyond metadata
when considering the potential of technology-assisted review on appraisal and selection and sensitivity review.
It will explore the impact this work is having on the government, the public, the academic research community
and the wider archive sector.

P9: Digital Engagement: how technology can be used
to enhance the impact of heritage collections
Digital remains at the forefront of how the heritage and cultural sectors can engage with the public in new
and innovative ways. With the phenomenon of Pokemon Go! taking the world by storm, this panel looks at
how videogames, apps and augmented reality can be used to facilitate original and exciting interaction with
collections and spaces.
Panel chair: Lesley Cowley (The National Archives Board)
GRAND THEFT ARCHIVES: LESSONS FROM THE GREAT STEAMPUNK GAME JAM
Simon Demissie and Jo Pugh (The National Archives)
Modern videogames have a huge and diverse audience. The UK videogames market is worth over £2.4bn and
there are 20 million gamers in the UK. The question isn’t ‘why would archives engage with this medium’ but
‘why wouldn’t they?’
In 2016, The National Archives teamed up with the University of York to make games inspired by Victorian and
Edwardian material from their collections over the course of a hectic weekend re-imagining the Age of Steam.
We will share lessons from the Game Jam, some of the collaborative techniques used with game designers, and
hopefully a few of the games created.
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LOCATIVE NARRATIVE: CREATING CONTEXTS FOR SUPPOSITION IN SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED MUSEUMS
Emma Whittaker and James Brocklehurst (Plymouth University)
Locative narratives are participatory site-specific story experiences that are heard on headphones. The medium
offers alternative modes of interaction with archives as visitors become participants in a drama, engaging
audiences ‘outside of heritage’. The locative narrative smartphone app ‘The Lost Index: NATMUS’ (Whittaker
& Brocklehurst 2015) takes place across Copenhagen and inside The National Museum of Denmark and the
Dieselhouse museum. This paper discusses the enfolding of two collections within a fictional story world
created in position-responsive spatial sound. ‘Creating contexts for supposition’ is put forward as an approach
to developing guided imaginary experiences and the creative reinterpretation of archives.
THE BRISTOL OLD VIC HERITAGE PROJECT AND THE THEATRE COLLECTION
Jo Elsworth (University of Bristol) :: Emma Stenning (Bristol Old Vic)
Bristol Old Vic’s 250-year history is being brought to life through innovative academic and archival partnerships.
The HLF project utilises archives at Theatre Collection and Record Office, alongside the theatre’s historic
architecture, to showcase the history to new audiences. The archives are used as a factual source enabling
deeper understanding of the theatre’s history but, more than that, they form the raw material and inspiration from
which creative technologists and digital innovators create new ways of heritage ‘storytelling’ from augmented
reality to haze projection. Can this multidisciplinary approach inform a new business model for the theatre and
create sustainable partnerships for all?

P10: Collections as agents of health and wellbeing
This panel will explore how archive and museum collections can be used to increase health and wellbeing
through engagement with community projects and innovative use of technology.
Panel chair: Elizabeth Oxborrow-Cowan (Elizabeth Oxborrow-Cowan Associates)
THE ‘CONNECTED CATALOGUE’ PROJECT – OR – THE ‘PRACTICE OF COMMUNITY’
Gillian Fewings (University of St Mark and St John)
The ‘Connected Catalogue’ Project. Connecting people with knowledge, heritage, creativity, employability,
wellbeing – and each other.
This was a collaborative, volunteer-led project, exploring the role of archives to enhance employability and
social skills. This presentation will give an overview of the results, the unexpected benefits, and what the archive
gained in return.
ROBOTS AND WELLBEING: CONNECTING THE COLLECTION TO HOSPITAL PATIENTS
Jennifer Ross (Imperial War Museum) :: Denis Roche (Roschprojects)
Imperial War Museums (IWM) wanted to explore how a telepresence robotic technology could enable us to
reach audiences who were physically unable to visit our branches. IWM worked with Denis Roche, to connect
patients in hospital to IWM London via a telepresence robot.
We wanted to provide an experience that goes beyond the novelty of the technology, and deliver an experience
that enables patients to connect with the museums stories. In this presentation we share, the outcomes, lessons
learned and practical advice for those considering similar endeavours.
FEELING BRIGHTER – USING MUSEUM COLLECTIONS FOR HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Jo Kemp (Nottingham Museums)
For the first time in global history, by 2020 adults aged 65 and over will outnumber children under 5. Those
proportions will continue to grow in opposite directions and by 2050 there will be twice as many older people
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P11: Joining the dots: linked open data
This panel brings together three innovative projects that utilise linked open data to create new connections
between existing collections, opening new avenues of research and engagement with archival material.
Panel chair: Jo Pugh (The National Archives)
OPEN DATA IS BETTER THAN OPEN SESAME
Richard Leeming (BBC)
There are a myriad of treasures held in our nation’s cultural archives. They may not actually be locked in a cave,
but when they’re published on different websites to different standards and with unclear licences they might as
well be.
The Research and Education Space (RES) project is building a platform using linked open data that will unlock
access to these collections.
RES will enable assets held in cultural collections to be shared efficiently and easily, viewed by people where and
when they want, therefore widening the social and cultural impact of these collections and eroding perceived
barriers of accessibility.
TRACES THROUGH TIME: CONNECTING PEOPLE ACROSS HISTORICAL BIG DATA
Sonia Ranade (The National Archives)
The ability to trace the lives of real people, through time and across the documentary evidence that survives
them, can bring culture and heritage collections to life. The Traces through Time project has developed practical
analytical tools that allow researchers to trace and link individuals, with confidence, across ‘big data’ spanning
over 500 years of British history.
The project, funded by the AHRC and The National Archives, is the result of a successful collaboration between
computer scientists, historians and archivists to reveal the links hidden within millions of archival records from
across the UK, transforming archival data into the stories of people’s lives.
REVIVING EPISTOLARY CONVERSATIONS: LINKED DATA AND DIALOGIC APPROACHES TO LETTER
COLLECTIONS
Helen Angear, Graham Fereday and Hannah Petrie (University of Exeter)
This paper examines the benefits of taking a dialogic approach to connect single author archives. Letters are
traditionally stored and published separately, yet greater understanding comes from reading letters in overlapping
pairs. Correspondence is a developing area within the TEI (Text Encoding Initiative), and by combining text markup
with a Linked Data approach, we can document and describe entities (such as people, places, and events) found
within a single author’s letters to connect our data with those of other organisations, both within and outside
academia. This creates new research pathways enabling users to explore collections in more serendipitous ways.

P12: Putting communities on the map: Space, place, and mapping
This panel explores how the use of technology and re-presentation of archival, museum, and heritage collections
can change how we think about and experience physical places and spaces
Panel chair: Christina Kamposiori (RLUK)
POETIC PLACES: AN EXERCISE IN APPS, GPS, AND OPEN COLLECTION
Sarah Cole (TIME/IMAGE)
Poetic Places is a free app for iOS and Android, the outcome of a Creative Residency at the British Library.
Utilising geofencing it allows users to serendipitously encounter literature in apposite locations and discover
relevant audiovisual materials drawn from various open archive collections.
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Made in six months without any coding and utilising open cultural collections, Poetic Places is an experimental
yet replicable project aiming to inspire both the public and arts organisations. Sarah will give an overview of
Poetic Places, exploring the ideas behind the project, the technology driving it, and the content it shares.
FORCED WALKS: ARTISTS AND ARCHIVES, RE-PATRIATING MEMORY, RESONANCES
Richard White and Lorna Brunstein (Bath Spa University)
A case study in re-purposing archive material, using mobile media technology to geo-locate and network witness
testimony and user generated content. The context is a participatory walking project transposing the route of a
Nazi Death March to England (2015) and returning it to Germany (2016). This artist-led walk-in–witness sought
to generate and explore contemporary resonances from the testimony of a Bundist survivor of the Holocaust. The
paper offers a report from, and an early review of, this experiment using social media and walking as part of a
socially engaged approach to intangible cultural heritage.
JOINING THE DOTS AND COLOURING IN: MAPPING COMMUNITY HERITAGE IS MORE THAN JUST
PAINTING-BY-NUMBERS WITH KNOW YOUR PLACE WEST OF ENGLAND
Felicia Davies and Anne Lovejoy (Know Your Place West of England)
Know Your Place West of England is an innovative digital mapping project, linking archive, library and museum
collections with historical mapping and HER data. This paper will examine how the project has encouraged
engagement with varied collections, through volunteering, online contributions and sharing of community
project data. We will discuss how this interaction has been measured and whether conclusions can be drawn
regarding the project’s social and cultural impact. We will outline future plans for engagement and its evaluation.
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P13: Making collections work harder: social impact and cohesion through heritage
This panel explores three strategies to get students and adult learners to think and engage with archival material
in new and innovative ways, developing their skills as critical and self-sufficient citizens to set out on their own
research journey.
Panel chair: Neil Grindley (Jisc)
INSPIRED BY MANUSCRIPT BINDINGS: A COMMUNITY PROJECT DEVELOPING CREATIVITY, CONFIDENCE
AND CAREERS
Josefine Frank (University of Birmingham)
How can universities open up their cultural treasures for non-academic audiences and achieve wider wellbeing and social impact goals? Thanks to the Esmée Fairbairn Collections Fund, the Cadbury Research Library
is currently testing new strategies to engage the city’s diverse communities with its important collection of over
3,000 Middle Eastern manuscripts.
One of the projects was aimed at immigrant women from Pakistan and Bangladesh. The two-month project was
inspired by the manuscripts’ illuminations and bindings. It gave participants opportunities to explore traditional
paper craft and book binding techniques, express themselves through creativity and develop self-confidence as
well as vocational skills.
TURNING ACCESS INTO LEARNING: FROM THE VIEW OF THE ARCHIVES
Bente Jensen (Aalborg City Archives) :: Maria Press (National Archives of Sweden)
This paper will discuss the general presumption that digitisation automatically means better and more
democratised access to the holdings based on empirical studies of the digital access to the archives in the
Nordic/Baltic countries. The presentation has its background in the Nordic/Baltic project: Turning Access into
Learning (2015-2017), which attempts to create a framework for reflecting on and assessing learning through
digitally accessible archival resources. The aim is to deepen the understanding on the challenges and potentials
of learning that lies in the use of digital archival resources. Focus is on adult and life-long learning.
CSI LEIDEN: USING CRIME TO CREATE CRITICAL CITIZENS
Susan Suer (Heritage Leiden and Region)
Crime series and detectives have long been popular, but the last few years this popularity has been ever increasing.
At Leiden Heritage we have linked up with this trend by starting to use the judicial records for educational
and entertainment purposes. The 18th century documents are easy to read and offer an interesting peek into
everyday life of the lower rungs of the social ladder. How, however, can we use these records crammed with
narrative potency to make students think with history and not just about history using both digital and non-digital
methods?

P14: Academics Curating/Curating Academics:
the individual and mutual benefits of collaborative curation
Panel chair: Sarah Price (Durham University)
With increasing pressures on time and budget from all directions, intrinsic value is no longer sufficient
justification for much of what anyone does, and impact is increasingly becoming a driving force. For many
cultural organisations, this means not just the potential economic impact but also the social impact. Projects
are shaped to have a measurable and demonstrable positive effect on health, wellbeing, crime, social inclusion,
social capital, and education. For academics and Higher Education Institutions, the Research Excellence
Framework has been extended to cover not only the quality of research output but its “effect on, change or
benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life,
beyond academia” (Assessment framework and guidance on submissions for REF 2014).
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At Durham University, this changing emphasis on impact/Impact has engendered a collaborative mode of
working that has not only created ways in which these requirements are met, but has had additional benefits
for all involved: academics, curators, educators, contractors, and visitors. In this emerging model, temporary
exhibitions are developed as the core of a wider engagement project (including formal and informal learning,
associated programming, and community work), with the content and interpretative angle based on the research
work of academics within the institution.
This panel will give three different perspectives – curator, academic, and external partner – on the individual and
mutual benefits of collaborative curation. Papers will focus on outputs (what the results are), process (how you
get there), and practice (how this changes what you do afterwards), with particular reference to the exhibition
project Magna Carta and the Changing Face of Revolt, which was held at Durham in 2015. Together, the panel
will also explore the benefits of collaboration as a partnership of equals, which recognises individual strengths
and specialisms to produce the best results.

P15: Who do we think we’re for? Working with new audiences
2015 and 2016 witnessed a period of high media exposure for collections with two major anniversaries: the
800th anniversary of the Magna Carta and 400th year since the death of William Shakespeare. This panel brings
together three projects that have established new narratives and audiences for this for many impenetrable
material, through collaboration, digitisation, and heritage science.
Panel chair: Caroline Williams (Independent Archivist Consultant)
AROUND THE WORLD WITH MAGNA CARTA: HEREFORD CATHEDRAL AND ITS COLLABORATION WITH
THE FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE
Charlotte Berry (Hereford Cathedral)
Hereford Cathedral participated in the national anniversary Magna Carta 800 during 2015, which culminated
unexpectedly in a three month tour overseas as part of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s ‘Heritage is
Great’ campaign. This presentation will explore how participation in a national anniversary, 800th anniversary
of Magna Carta, has encouraged a small specialist repository to take advantage of unexpected partnerships and
to think really big for the first time in bringing its collection to new audiences.
RETHINKING THE TUDORS: NEW ROUTES TO UNDERSTANDING THE DAILY LIFE OF THE TUDOR COURT
THROUGH DIGITAL TOOLS
Sean Cunningham (The National Archives)
The Leverhulme Trust is supporting Winchester University, Sheffield’s Humanities Research Institute and The
National Archives to develop a digital research platform that will transform use of some of the key understudied
sources from the Tudor period; the account books of the king’s private chamber during the reigns of Henry VII
and Henry VIII. This presentation will explain how the freely-available resource will collate information on
everything from clothing and gifts, to war finance and taxation. The project offers an exciting opportunity to link
collections and deepen knowledge of the individuals interacting with the crown on the eve of the Reformation.
SHAKESPEARE & CO: WORKING COLLABORATIVELY FOR THE 400TH ANNIVERSARY
Juergen Vervoorst (The National Archives)
Archives inspire curiosity, and connecting people with the past through archive collections can change their
perception of history. Holding one of the world’s largest and most significant collections of Shakespeare documents
and anticipating the high profile of the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death, The National Archives had a
unique opportunity to take a fresh look at this important collection and to experiment with ways of exhibiting
their material. Uniting documentary, academic, heritage science, conservation, cultural and creative expertise,
this collaborative project has reached new audiences and developed a more up to date, vibrant and engaging
interpretation of an archival collection.
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Making your digital collections
easier to discover
Two, one-day workshops to help you increase the reach of your
digital collections, optimise them for discovery and evaluate their
usage and impact.
Our workshops are for those working in education and research, who manage, support and/or promote
digital collections for teaching, learning and research.

Workshop 1
Exploiting digital collections in learning,
teaching and research
Tuesday 15 November 2016
10:00 - 16:30

Workshop 2
Making Google work for your digital collections
Tuesday 22 November 2016
10:00 - 16:30

Venue: Jisc, Brettenham House, 5 Lancaster Place, London WC2E 7EN
Price: £250 + VAT for each individual workshop and £450 + VAT for both days
(These are per delegate and include lunch and refreshments)

For more information and to book your place please visit:
jisc.ac.uk/advice/training
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W1: FROM ARCHIVE AND ACADEMIA TO CLASSROOM AND COMMUNITY… CREATING WIDER IMPACT
FROM ACADEMIC RESEARCH AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
Andrew Payne, Sara Griffiths, Rachel Hillman and Clare Horrie (The National Archives)
Creating real impact with wider audiences from academic research is one of the hottest topics on the REF. Over
the past 5 years the Education and Outreach teams at The National Archives have been doing precisely this,
working to create impact with schools and communities from a range of research projects. This seminar will take
three different research projects and show how impact has been achieved by working with teachers, students
and communities. Packed with Medieval Immigrants, Civil War Women and Loyalty & Dissent in the First World
War this will be an unmissable, hands-on session guaranteed to make an impact!
W2: SO NOW WE KNOW? BUT WHAT DO WE DO ABOUT IT – TOGETHER? DELIVERING THE
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE RESEARCH STUDY INTO COLLECTING DRIVERS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS (HEIS) WITH ARCHIVES AND UNIQUE AND DISTINCTIVE COLLECTIONS (UDCS)
Caroline Williams (Consultant) :: Cathy Williams (The National Archives) :: Jessica Gardner (University of Bristol
& RLUK Board) :: Rachel Beckett (University of Manchester)
In March 2016, Research Libraries UK (RLUK) and The National Archives commissioned a joint-research study to
establish and explore the collecting drivers for archival collections held by Higher Education Institutions (HEIs).
The study was intended to demonstrate how such drivers correspond with changing policy frameworks within
the institutional, national or global research environment; to identify gaps or areas of vulnerability in collecting;
and to support the rehoming of collections ‘at risk’. This seminar will share the outcomes of that study and open
a conversation about the next steps.
W3: DEVELOPING AN AUDIENCE-LED RLUK STRATEGY FOR SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Jessica Gardner (University of Bristol and RLUK Board)
The aims of this workshop are:
•
•
•

To engage and consult participants on the development of an audience-led RLUK strategy for unique and
distinct collections
To hear views from wider stakeholders in the DCDC community to help formulate policy and develop
partnerships
To encourage debate and share good practice from library, archive and museum perspectives

W4: SO, CAN I USE THAT OR NOT? NAVIGATING RIGHTS, REPRODUCTIONS, AND RISK IN AN OPENGLAM
WORLD
Ronan Deazley (Queen’s University Belfast) :: Simon Tanner (King’s College London) :: Andrea Wallace
(University of Glasgow and National Library of Scotland)
This seminar presents Display At Your Own Risk, a research-led exhibition experiment concerned with the
public reuse of digital surrogates of public domain works of art produced by cultural heritage institutions of
international repute.
This unique research initiative provides the springboard for an authoritative, expert and engaging examination
of how copyright and contract norms shape and impact user engagement with digital cultural heritage. This is an
essential session for anyone interested in the nature, scope and coherence of rights and reproductions policies
in an OpenGLAM world.
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MEASURING THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL COLLECTIONS IN THE HUMANITIES
Paola Marchionni (Jisc) and Zoë Loveland (ProQuest)
This talk will share the results and implications of a project recently completed by Jisc and ProQuest to measure
the long term impact on research and teaching practice and outcomes in the UK from national investments made
by Jisc in Early English Books Online (EEBO) and the House of Commons Parliamentary Papers (HCPP) http://
microsites.oii.ox.ac.uk/tidsr/case-study/2016-idc.
The study also sheds light on humanities scholars’ information seeking behaviour, their use of digital resources
and future directions in humanities scholarship. As such, it will be of relevance to any organisation embarking
on the creation, and impact assessment, of digital collections.
OPENING UP COLLECTIONS
Andy Duck and Richard Tong (Bruynzeel Storage Systems)
What are the significant issues to consider when opening up collections in an academic or higher education
setting? Bruynzeel Storage Systems’ Richard Tong and Andy Duck will explore the practical implications of
improving access to an archive or museum collection in various academic institutions, taking inspiration from
recent completed projects including Lapworth Museum of Geology, The Hunterian at Kelvin Hall and Heritage
Quay, University of Huddersfield.
SHINING A LIGHT ON THE LONDON STAGE, 1660-1800: CREATING A DATABASE AND TEXT ANALYSIS OF
A KEY REFERENCE WORK DOCUMENTING THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES IN 18TH CENTURY LONDON
Glyn Porritt (Adam Matthew)
The London Stage, 1660-1800 (Southern Illinois University Press, 1960-1968) is a multi-volume reference
work documenting 140 years of theatrical performances in London. Primary source publisher Adam
Matthew has digitized every page, produced high quality transcriptions and marked up the text to
create a searchable database that can be interrogated by date, location, performance, actor and role.
Adam Matthew’s technical team subsequently enhanced the data, produced a text analysis tool and data
visualisations to illustrate trends from within the data set. This presentation will provide a brief overview of
the production process, the challenges we overcame and the potential this has opened up for further research.
DESCRIBING, DISCOVERING AND MANAGING COLLECTIONS
Neil Grindley (Jisc)
Jisc offers digital services and solutions for UK education and research and is investing in various services,
projects, advice and training to help institutions make their collections more discoverable. This session will
particularly highlight two current areas of focus for Jisc. Firstly, the forthcoming refresh and relaunch of the
Archives Hub, a service which holds rich descriptions of UK archival collections. And secondly, the National
Bibliographic Knowledgebase which will, over the next five years, support a transformation in the way that
libraries manage their print and digital collections and in the ways that learners and researchers access those
resources.
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THE LOWRY FLOOR PLAN

DELEGATE INFORMATION
Wi-Fi access
Free Wi-Fi access is available throughout The Lowry. You will be informed of the password at registration.
Accessibility
There are lifts available to all rooms. Please note that during room changeovers the public areas may get quite
busy, so we would advise that you use the stairs or escalators where possible. Conference staff will be on hand to
guide you to each meeting room.
Coats and bags
The Lowry has a dedicated cloakroom on the lower floor behind the information desk. There is no charge to use
the cloakroom.
Photography disclaimer
Please be advised that photography and filming will take place at this event. The footage will be used by RLUK and
The National Archives in future promotional material and publications.
Registration for and attendance at the Discovering Collections, Discovering Communities Conference constitutes
the registrant’s consent for RLUK and The National Archives to photograph/film and use their image and likeness
without further notification.
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ProQuest connects people with vetted, reliable information. Key to serious
research, the company’s products are a gateway to the world’s knowledge
including dissertations, governmental and cultural archives, news, historical
collections, and ebooks. ProQuest technologies serve users across the critical
points in research, helping them discover, access, share, create, and manage
information.
The company’s cloud-based technologies offer flexible solutions for librarians,
students and researchers through the ProQuest®, Alexander Street®, Bowker®,
Dialog®, Ex Libris® and SIPX® businesses – and notable research tools such as
the RefWorks® citation and reference management platform, the Pivot® research
development tool and the Ebook Central™, ebrary®, EBL™ and MyiLibrary®
ebook platforms.

Arts Council England champions, develops and invests in artistic and cultural
experiences that enrich people’s lives. Our strategy is Great Art and Culture for
Everyone. We support a range of activities across the arts, museums and libraries
– from theatre to digital art, reading to dance, music to literature, and crafts to
collections.
Arts Council England manages a range of responsibilities which support the
preservation and access to collections held in museums, archives and libraries
and other heritage bodies. This includes the Accreditation Scheme for museums
and galleries in the UK; the Designation Scheme; Acceptance in Lieu and the
Government Indemnity Scheme.

Jisc is the UK higher, further education and skills sectors’ not-for-profit organisation
for digital services and solutions.
We:
• Operate shared digital infrastructure and services
• Negotiate sector-wide deals with IT vendors and commercial publishers, and
• Provide trusted advice and practical assistance for universities, colleges and
learning providers.
Find out more at www.jisc.ac.uk
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Adam Matthew, an imprint of SAGE Publishing, is an award winning publisher of
digital primary source collections for the humanities and social sciences. Sourced
from leading libraries and archives around the world, their unique research and
teaching collections cover a wide range of subject areas from medieval family life
to twentieth century history, literature and culture.
Visit the Adam Matthew table to discover their latest titles such as ‘Shakespeare
in Performance’; ‘Eighteenth Century Drama’; and ‘Foreign Office Files for the
Middle East, 1971-1981’.

Bruynzeel is Europe’s leading manufacturer of specialist storage systems.
Our libraries and archives team design and install space saving mobile shelving,
double decker systems and static shelving – plus a range of archival solutions for
special collections, libraries and museums. The UK office specialises in electronic
mobile shelving, supplying many leading academic libraries and archives
nationwide.
Select clients include The National Archives, British Library, British Museum,
Canterbury Christ Church University, Dudley Archives, Heritage Quay
Huddersfield, The Hunterian, Library of Birmingham, Liverpool Central Library,
and University of Greenwich. Bruynzeel is a Crown Commercial Service Supplier.

DeepStore provides an extremely secure, PD5454 compliant, low risk storage
solution. We are the preferred choice of many Archivists, Records Managers,
Librarians, Museum Curators and Historic Environment Managers.
Where security, a stable environment, compliance and cost are of the utmost
importance our distinctive underground storage option which is free from vermin,
mould, flooding and UV light is a welcome alternative to overground facilities.
The imaginative use of a pre-existing space has created a sustainable competitive
advantage, which is based on the unique and unusual nature of the underground
environment. We are confident that we provide a green and unrivalled facility
both in terms of quality and cost.
Our broad and flexible service offering allows us to provide our clients with
the best value for money, always accompanied by our renowned, friendly and
professional customer service.
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